Request for Music Tech – 1501 class/es fall 2030

Name: _______________________________                     StudentAdmin#____________________

(circle one) current status       year.1 student       year.2 student       year.3 student

How many tech classes do you want next semester? ______________

Which tech classes do you prefer (check one or more – or rank order your preferences)?

____ Sec.01 brass          (# 2314)          M/W 12:20-1:10 pm          V. Nguyen
____ Sec.02 percussion      (# 2315)          M/W 5-5:50 pm             R. Brown
____ Sec.03 strings         (#2316)           M/W 10:10-11:00 am         S. Shao
____ Sec.04 voice           (#2317)           M/w 11:15am – 12:05 pm     R. Nelman
____ Sec.05 woodwind        (#5080)           M/W 12:20-1:10 pm          J. Mastroianni

Return to Eva Gorbants (MUSIC L 206). DO NOT EMAIL THIS FORM. Enrollments will be processed on a rolling basis. Make sure that you do not have any service indicators (advising, bursar or immunization holds) in Student.Admin. If you do, you will NOT be enrolled in a tech class. Once enrolled, you will receive an email confirmation.